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Playoff Packet # 4 by BGSU, et al. 
1995 Black Swamp Invitational Tournament @ Bowling Green State University 

Tossups by BGSU, et al. 

1) A lustrous, bluish-white metal, it is commercially important in galvanizing 
iron and in the preparation of certain alloys. Essential for the growth of both 
plants and animals, a salve containing its oxide is used in the treatment of skin 
disorders. FTP name this element, atomic number 30, whose chemical 
abbreviation is Zn. 

2) Among the movies he has directed are Cross of Iron, The Killer Elite, and 
Straw Dogs. He acted in Invasion of the Body Snatchers and the last movie he 
directed was The Osterman Weekend. FTP name this director, known for the 
violence in his films, most famous for The Wild Bunch. 

ANS : Sam _PECKINPAH 

3) In 1995, Sani Abacha announced three more years of dictatorship before 
restoring civilian government to this nation. FTP, name this nation, in which 
Moshood Abiola won disputed elections in 1993, the most populous in Africa. 

ANS : _NIGERIA_ 

4) In this Shakespeare play, Duke Orsino engages a disguised Viola to woo 
Lady Olivia for him. FTP, name this play, which features the twins Viola and 
Sebastian in which only Malvolio remains alone. 

ANS : _TWELFTH NIGHT_ 

5) A native of Chadds Ford, PA, at various times this artist has been called a 
realist, surrealist, symbolist, ~nd a romantic. FTP, name this painter, perhaps 
most famous for a series of paintings released in 1986 of Helga Testorf. 

ANS : Andrew _WYETH 

6) Daughter of Constantine the Eighth she ruled with both her first husband, 
Romanus the Third, and after his murder with her second husband, Michael 
the Fourth. After a brief exile, she returned and ruled with her third husband 
Constantine the Ninth and her sister Thoedora. FTP, name this Byzantine 
empress who shares her name with Cybill Sheridan's feisty teenage daughter 
on Cybill. 
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ANS: _ZOE 

7) As a publisher, he has worked to bring lesser-known foreign poets to light, 
but printing translations of their works. Since the early '80s, he has been a 
part of the so-called "men's movement," concerned with establishing a 
contemporary idea of masculinity. FTP, identify this author whose poetry is 
collected in such works as Loving a Women in Two World and whose 1990 
Iron John dealt with the pasage from boyhood to manhood. 

ANS : Robert _BL Y_ 

8) President Clinton bestowed two of these military awards to Master 
Sergeant Gary Gordon and Sergeant 1st Class Randall Shughart, both killed 
during US military operations in Somalia. FTP, name this award, last given to 
soldiers during the Vietnam War. 

ANS : Congressional _MEDAL OF HONOR_ 

9) He called the Fifth Lateran Council and was famous for his patronage of 
Raphael and for his literary circle. A 16th-century pope, he excommunicated a 
number of Protestant reformers, notably with the bull Exsurge Domine (eck
sur-zhay doe-me-nay). FTP, name this pope, son of Lorenzo de'Medici. 

ANS: _LEO X_ 

ALTERNATE ANS: GIOVANNI de'MEDICI_ 

10) Born in 1933 in Brooklyn, she graduate from Columbia Law School in 
1959. During the 60's and 70's she taught law and worked as a women's rights 
lawyer. In 1980 she was appointed to the US Court of Appeals for Washington 
DC. FTP, name this woman, the second to be named to the Supreme Court. 

ANS : Ruth Bader _GINSBURG_ 

11) "Discovered" in 1869 by George Hull, the original figure is housed in the 
Cooperstown, NY Farmer's Museum. FTP, name this curiosity purchased by P. T. 
Barnum, a statue purported to be the remains of a giant human ancestor. 

ANS : _CARDIFF _ Giant 

12) Also called the Battle of the Three Emperors, its loss forced Autria to sign 
the Treaty of Pressburg and withdraw from the Third Coalition. FTP, name this 
1805 battle, in which Napoleon routed an Austro-Russian force. 
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ANS : Battle of _AUSTERLlTZ_ 

13) Born in England, he was an American general during the Revolutionary 
War. Captured by the British in 1776 at Basking Ridge, New Jersey -- during 
his capture he gave the British a plan to defeat the Americans. Later, he was 
exchanged and rejoined the American army. FTP, name this treasonous 
general. 

ANS : Charles LEE 

14) One of his characters said "Of all follies there is none greater than wanting 
to make the world a better place." Another said of the doctor M. Purgon "He 
must have killed a lot of men to have made so much money." His most famous 
title character said "It is the public scandal that offends; to sin in secret is no 
sin at all." FTP, identify this author who put those words in the mouth of 
Tartuffe. 

ANS : Jean Baptiste Poquelin _MOLlERE_ 

15) Born in 1882, this French painter was among the developers of Fauvism 
and throughout his career he was an innovator in several artistic styles. 
Among his works are Patience, Apple and The Guitarist. FTP, name this man, 
whose 1908 Nude, exemplified the analytical stage of Cubism. 

ANS : Georges _BRAQUE_ 

16) He fought at Oriskany in the Saratoga Campaign and joined Walter Butler 
in the Cherry Valley Massacre of 1778. Well-educated and Christian, he 
translated the Book of Common Prayer and the Gospel of Mark into his native 
language. FTP, name this influential Mohawk chief who bound Native 
Americans to the British side during the American Revolution. 

ANS : Joseph _BRANT_ 

ALTERNATE ANSWER: _THAYENDANEGEA_ 

17) It carries cold water north from Antarctic regIOns and brings cool 
temperatures and fogs to the coasts of Chile and Peru. FTP, name this ocean 
current named for a German naturalist and writer who led an early 19th
century expedition to South America. 

ANS : _HUMBOLDT_ Current (Note: Accept _PERU_ Current on early buzzes.) 

18) He made 1,782 regular season appearances with the Yankees before 
playing in his first playoff game in 1995, a team record. FTP, name this 
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baseball player, who won the 1984 AL batting crown from teammate Dave 
Winfield. 

ANS : Don MATTINGLY 

19) Among his plays were Saturday's Children, Both Your Houses and Candle 
in the Wind. Many of his works were written in verse and they typically 
concerned moral and social problems. FTP, identify this American dramatist 
better known for Winterset, Anne of the Thousand Days and The Bad Seed. 

ANS : Maxwell _ANDERSON 

20) His real name was Gerhard Kremer and this Flemish geographer and 
cartographer surveyed Flanders and made terrestrial and celestial globes 
during his 16th century life. FTP, name this man who, in 1568, first drew a 
map using the projection which bears the Latin form of his real name. 

ANS : Gerardus _MERCATOR_ 

21) Born in Carolina, Puerto Rico he came to the United States to play baseball. 
Throughout his career he hit 240 home runs and batted .317 during his 18 
years of patrolling right field in Forbes Field. FTP, name this baseball great, 
whose 3,000th hit was his last. 

ANS : Roberto _CLEMENTE 

22) Bowditch was a mathematician, Macon a politician who opposed the 
ratification of the US Constitution, Ward a clergyman and writer. No, they 
don't share a last name, they share a first name. FTP, give the name which 
they share with Currier, Bacon and Hawthorne. 

ANS : _NATHANIEL 

23) For a quick ten points, name the state whose name comes from Mohican 
and other Algonquin words meaning "long river place." 

ANS : _CONNECTICUT_ 

24) She was arrested 30 times in the pursuit of her cause -- convinced of her 
divine appointment. FTP, identify this temperance activist from Kentucky who 
also used a hatchet to make her case. 

ANS : Carry _NATION_ 
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25) For a quick ten points to, presumably, end the game -- what author wrote 
Murphy, Molloy, Happy Days and End-Game. 

ANS : Samuel _BECKETT_ 
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Bonus Questions by BGSU, et al. 

1) (30) The Hundred Years War and had many effects on European 
civilization. Somewhat appropriately, there were many causes. Answer these 
questions about those causes for the stated number of points. 

The king of England and the king of France quareUed over a part of 
Guienne held by France. For five points each, name the two kings. 

ANS : _EDWARD 111_ of England and _PHILIP IV_ of France 

Philip IV had also supported their insurgency against English rule. FTP, 
name them. 

ANS : the _SCOT_s 

ALTERNATE ANSWER: _SCOTLAND_ or anything similar 

English attempts to control this region were among the other causes. FTP, 
name this region which would now include northern France, western 
Belgium and southwest Netherlands. 

ANS : _FLANDERS 

2) (30) (30) Many authors write under psuedonyms, for the stated number of 
points, given an author's real name, give the psuedonym they used for their 
writing. 

For five points, Charlotte Bronte 

ANS : Currer _BELL_ 

For ten points, John B. Wilson 

ANS : Anthony _BURGESS_ 

For fifteen points, J. A. Wight 

ANS : James _HERRIOT_ 

3) (20) First conducted in 1959 and terminated in 1993, this NASA project 
monitored the microwave band of electromagnetic radiation for signals 
originating from otherwordly civilizations. For five points per letter, name this 
defunct project, abbreviated SETI. 
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ANS : _SEARCH_ for _EXTRA_-_ TERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE 

4) (30) Some CEO's are becoming more visible. FTP each, given a company, 
name its high-profile CEO. 

IBM 

ANS : Louis _GERSTNER 

General Electric 

ANS : John "Jack" _WELCH 

AT&T 

ANS : Robert _ALLEN 

5) (25) It's time for everyone's favorite bonus on former Soviet -stan 
capitals. Given the country name the capital, five points each. 

Kazakhstan 

ANS : _ALMATY_ 

Kyrgystan 

ANS : _BISHKIK_ 

Tajikistan 

ANS : _DUSHANBE_ 

Turkmenis tan 

ANS : _ASHGABAT_ 

Uzbekistan 

ANS : _TASHKENT_ 

6) (30) For five points each, name the last six states to enter the Union in 
order, from most recent to least recent. Be careful, a miss will stop you. 

ANS: _HAWAII_, 
ALASKA, 
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7) (25) Although he owned the bows and arrows of Herac1es, his Greek 
comrades abandoned him on Lemnos because a festering wound on his foot 
would not heel. For twenty-five points, name this hero, whom Odysseus 
eventually persuaded to rejoin the fight, the protagonist in a work by 
Sophocles. 

ANS : PHILOCTETES 

8) (30) The moderator will play some short clips from pieces of American 
music. For five points each, identify the works. 

ANS : _FANFARE FOR THE COMMON MAN_. 
_HOLIDAYS SYMPHONY_. 

SYMPHONY #1 

Now, for five points each, identify the composers of 

Fanfare For the Common Man 

Holidays Symphony 

ANS : Charles _IVES_ 

Symphony #1 -- inspired by the AIDS Quilt. 

ANS : John _CORIGLIANO 

9) (30) 30-20-10, name the author. 

30) She wrote two novels, of which one was 1934's Jonah's Gourd Vine. 

20) Born in Eatonville, Florida -- she interpreted African-America 
folktales in such collections as Mules and Men and Tell My Horse. 

10) She is most famous for Their Eyes Were Watching God. 

ANS : Zora Neale _HURSTON_ 
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10) (30) Answer these questions about the history of India for the stated 
number of points. 

For five points -- This body, founded in 1885 and led by Mohandas Gandhi 
and lawaharlal Nehru, mounted a movement for independence. 

ANS : _INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS_ 

For ten points -- this empire was established in 1526 and lasted into the 
19th century. Its emperors include Akbar and lahangir. 

ANS : _MOGUL 

ALTERNATE ANSWER: MUGHAL_ 

For fifteen points -- this dynasty established Buddhism as the state 
religion and, around 300 Be, led to India's first cultural flourishing. 

ANS:_MAURYA 

11) (20) How well do you know your spelling? How well do you know your 
fabrics? If you're a man or woman of the cloth you can earn ten points each by 
spelling the names of the following fabrics, both of which have also been 
winning words in past Scripps-Howard National Spelling Bees. 

Shalloon [shaw-loon] --A lightweight twilled fabric of wool or worsted 
used chiefly in the linings of coats and uniforms. 

ANS: _S-H-A-L-L-O-O-N 

Fibranne [fib-ran] -- A fabric made of spun-rayon yarn 

ANS: _F-I-B-R-A-N-N-E 

12) (30) Given a year, name the annual top money making film for 10 points. 
If you need the production company, you'll get five points. 

10) 1965 

5) Buena VistalDisney 

ANS: MARY POPPINS_ 

10) 1972 
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5) Paramount 

ANS : _THE GODFATHER 

10) 1974 

5) Universal 

ANS : _THE STING 

13) (30) As an organized scientific disipline, geology is only about 250 years 
old. At its beginning were two prominent theories. For 15 point each 
answer these questions about early geological theories. 

This theory states that the Earth's surface has been continually 
and gradually modified over the entire span of geologic time. 

ANS : _UNIFORMITARIANISM 

Catastrophism, the opposite theory, states that the Earth remained static 
and was changed during immense, world wide catastrophic events. What 
French scientist devised this theory? 

ANS : Georges _CUVIER_ 

14) (30) The moderator will plays short pieces from songs by female smgers 
or all-female groups who are current performing. FTP each, name the artists. 

ANS: Sarah _McLACHLAN_. 
Melissa _ETHERIDGE_. 

INDIGO GIRLS_ 

15) (30) 30-20-10, name the ruler from their quotes. 

30) "Though God hath raised me high, yet this I count the glory of my 
crown: that I have reigned with your loves" 

20) "I know I have the body of a weak and feeble woman, but I have the 
heart and stomach of a king, and of a king of England too." 

10) Allegedly, her dying words were, "All my possessions for a moment of 
time." 

ANS : Queen ELIZABETH 1_ 
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16) (30) For five points each name the authors of the following colorful books 
or plays. 

The Green Pastures 

ANS : Marc _CONNOllY_ 

Blue Trout and Black Truffles 

ANS : Joseph _WECHSBERG_ 

Red Rover 

ANS : James Fenimore _COOPER 

The Blue and the Gray 

ANS : Henry _COMMAGER_ 

White Jacket 

ANS : Herman ME~VlllE_ 

The Blue Bird 

ANS : Maurice MAETERLlNCK_ 

17) (30) The moderator will hand you reproductions of two works of art. 
Take a moment to examine them. 

First, FTP each name them. 

ANS : A is _THE BIRTH OF VENUS_ 
B is _THREATENING WEATHER_ 

Now, for five points each, name : 

The Italian artist of The Birth of Venus 

ANS : Sandre _BOTTI CELLI 

The Belgian artist of Threatening Weather 

ANS : Rene _MAGRITTE 

18) (30) 30-20-10, name the composer. 
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30) Born in 1882, this Russian composer emigrated to America and 
became a US citizen in 1945. Among his works are The Soldier's Tale. 

20) Composer of the film score for Alexander Nevsky, he said "Film music 
should have the same relationship to the film drama that somebody's 
piano playing in my living room has to the book I am reading." 

10) This composer is most famous for his music for ballets including 
Petrouchka 

ANS: Igor _STRAVINSKY_ 

19) (30) Given the following dates, identify what astrological sIgn a person 
having this birthday would be. 

March 22nd 

ANS: _ARIES 

January 8th 

ANS : _CAPRICORN 

June 19th 

ANS : _GEMINI 

February 14th 

ANS : _AQUARIUS 

June 21st 

ANS:_CANCER 

September 7th 

ANS: _VIRGO 

20) (30) Rulers of many types have been named "John." Given a rulers name 
and a brief description, tell me over what he ruled for the stated number of 
points. 
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5) John II, he was captured by the English and released to raise his own 
ransom. Unable to do so, he returned to England. 

ANS:_FRANCE 

10) John XII, he led a notoriously immoral life and crowned Otto I as the 
first German emperor. 

ANS : The _CATHOLIC CHURCH_ 

ALTERNATE ANSWERS: _VATICAN CITY_ or anything else showing appropriate knowledge. 

15) John I, he was a leader in his nation's drive for independence during 
the 14th century. He was king for nearly 50 years. 

ANS : _PORTUGAL 

21) (20) Jean Chretien was preceded by Kim Campell as Canadian Prime 
Minister. For five points each, name the four people who preceded Campbell III 

order, most recent to least recent. 

ANS: Brian _MULRONEY_. 
John _ TURNER_. 
Pierre Elliott _ TRUDEAU_. 
Joe _CLARK 

22) (25) For the stated number of points, name the composer from the title of 
one of his works. 

For five points, the Creation oratorio. 

ANS : Franz Joseph _HAYDN_ 

For ten points, Clair de Lune. 

ANS : Claude _DEBUSSY _ 

For ten points, Symphony Number 3 "The Divine Poem." 

ANS : Alexander _SCRIABIN 

23) (30) Its time to play name that novel. I'll give you the name of a 
Pulitzer prize winning author and the year he or she won. you give me 
the novel 10 point apiece. 

Michael Shaara, 1975 
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ANS _THE KILLER ANGELS_ 

William Faulkner, 1963 

ANS : _THE REIVERS 

E. Anne Proulx, 1994 

ANS : _THE SHIPPING NEWS_ 
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